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PREFACE

The Cbmmission

to Study

Relations

cases

Alexander

and Judge Clifford F.

and
thank

all

attorneys,

those,
during
and

thoughts

invaluable

in Domestic

wishes to express its appreciation to Justice Donald G.
O'Rourke for their information,

assistance in the COmmission's work.

suggestions

and

the Matter of Child CUstody

The COmmission also wishes

too numerous to mention,
the

insight,

course of the study.

who offered
Many

information

concerned

the Cbmmission's work.

Their

and

citizens,

executive and judicial officials expressed an interest
on

to

participation

in

proved

in the effort to grapple with the complex issues of divorce and

child custody in Maine.

SUVlMARY

The COmmission
Relations

the Matter of Child CUstody

in Domestic

was established by the First Regular Session of the 111th Maine

Legislature.
resulting

to Study

Summarized

below are

from the COmmission's

the

findings

and

recommendations

study for report to

the

Second Regular

Session of the 111th Legislature.
FIIDIIDS
1.

The current Maine statutes governing the custody of children

in

domestic relations cases are not adequate.
CUrrent

Maine

statutes governing child custody

cases of separation,
quate

terminology

divorce,

issues

or annuilnent do not contain

or standards to guide the

decision~akers

in
adein

these cases, including parents.
The current statutes provide for addressing
issues
of

child

custody

in domestic relations cases through the adversary process

the traditional court system.

A more appropriate

forum

is

children

in

change

the

needed.
2.

The current
domestic

statutes

relations

governing
cases

terminology of custody,

the

should

visitation,

custody

be

of

amended

to

and joint custody,

and

to

insure that shared parenting is encouraged.
Changing Maine
"joint

custody,"

law to define "custody," "visitation,"

or to prefer one custody award

will not be sufficient.

over

and

another,

Maine law must effectively describe how

rights and responsibilities for child support,

residence of

the

child,

parent-child

contact,

and decision;naking regarding the

child may be structured.
Policy

statements and directions to decision;nakers

encourage

frequent

children,

and

and

and continuing contact between

should

parents

the greatest possible sharing of parental

responsibilities,

according

to the best

and

rights

interest

of

the

child.
3.

The

best

interest

encouragement
questions

of

standard
parental

and

related

cooperation,

factors,
used

including

in determining

of child custody in domestic relations cases should be

expressly incorporated into Maine statutes.
The
cons ider
for

"best interest of the child" standard,
in its applicat ion,

developed in Maine court

use in child custody cases should appear in

appearing

in statute,

decision;nakers,

and factors

to

op inions

statute.

When

this standard and these factors will

aid

separating or divorcing parents, and the public

in knowing the goal of domestic relations

decisions

concerning

children.
Factors

concerning the capacity of parents to cooperate and

assure a child's contact with both parents after divorce must

be

considered

in

in

child custody determinations and must

appear

statute.
4.

Institutional

changes that emphasize conciliation and

should be made

agreement

in the present system for handling matters

of

child custody in domestic relations cases.
The

current

trial-focused

ii

system

for

addressing

child

custody

disputes

is

inherently antagonistic to

stability

providing

relationships,

for

children,

sufficient

meaningful

fostered

parent-child

in

the

best

compromise,
interest of

and

Divorce proceedings

removed from the adversary process and

forum where discussion,

of

living arrangements and support,

responsible communication between adults.
should be

the goals

placed

in

and communication will
the

parties

and

a
be

children

i nvol ved.

RECOV1VJEN)ATICNS
The Cbmmission recommends the creation of an Office of Domestic Relations.

This Office will be associated with the courts and will have juris-

diction over petitions for separation,

divorce, or annuknent.

will employ and emphasize the techniques of mediation,
render

The Office

but will be able to

a decision without litigation should mediation fail to achieve

agreement.

an

In child custody cases, the Office conciliators will:
Be

guided

continuing

by

policy

contact

statements

encouraging

between parents and children,

frequent
and

and

parental

cooperation;
Apply the best interest standard and related factors;
Seek

agreements that address the rights. and responsibilities

of

parenting.
Appeal

to Superior

Cburt from decisions of

agreement between the parties is not achieved,
abuse of discretion.

iii

the Office,

rendered when

will be for error of law or

INIRQ)lCI' I Qif

Each year approximately 6,500 Maine children experience the trauma of
1

the divorce of their parents.
fear,

and

Most of these children suffer grief, guilt,

anxiety as the family unit breaks apart and they adjust to

parenting

arrangements

and hame lives.

Sadly,

for many

nEW

ch i 1dren

th is

adjusunent includes the loss of an important relationship with one of their
parents

and

divorce

a

reduced standard of living.

readjust

Unfortunately,

and

learn

to

Mos t

live with

ch i 1dren

their

ne.w

i nvol ved

in

circumstances.

some manifest behavioral problems which estrange them fram

their families, friends, and schools, and which, on occasion, require State
intervention through social service agencies,
the juvenile justice system.
must

mental health

programs,

In a significant munber of cases,

intervene to provide these children with temporary,

or

the State

or longer

term,

financial support.
The

harmful effects of divorce for Maine children may be the

able result of family separation in today's society.
First Regular Session of the I11th Maine Legislature,
Cbmmittee

on

domestic

However,

inevit-

during the

the Joint Standing

the Judiciary considered the possibility that current

relations law may not be canpletely or

appropriately

the problems of divorcing parents and their children.

Maine

addressing

In response to this

concern, the Legislature adopted Public Law 1983, chapter 564, creating the
Cbmmission
cases.

to Study

the Matter of Child CUstody in Domestic Relations

Appointinents by the GOvernor, the Senate President, the Speaker of

the House,

and the Comniss ioner of Human Serv ices created the Corrmiss ion

membership.

The Chief

members

the

of

Justice of the Supreme Judicial

judiciary to serve as

advisors.

Cburt

Partic ipants

appointed
in

the

COmmission's work represented the Legislature, mental health professionals,
1

soc ial workers,

attorneys,

the Department of HlIDlan Serv ices,

judges, and

the public.
The Legislature directed
relations

law,

functioning,

to

study Maine domestic

and to report its recommendations for improvements in

the

Specifically,

the COmmission

fairness,

and

the sensitivity of the present

the Cbmmission's mandate

fran

the

system.

the Legislature directed

attention to four critical questions:
1.

Whether the current statutes governing the custody of children in

domestic relations cases are adequate;
2.

Whether the current statutes governing the custody of children in

domestic relations cases should be amended to change the law with regard to
joint legal or joint physical custody;
3.
other

Whether the decisions of law and some of the standards enacted in
states

domestic

governing the determination of the custody

of

children

in

relations cases should be expressly incorporated into the current

statutes; and
4.
court

Whether
system's

any institutional changes should be made in the
handling of child custody matters

in domestic

present
relations

cases.
111e

report

that follows presents the Cbmmission's findings on

questions, and its recarmendations for change.

2

these

FIIDIIDS

1. Are the current statutes governing
domestic relations cases adequate?
A.

the custody of children

in

CUrrent Maine statutes
Two statutes govern separation,

are

involved:

divorce,

or annulinent when

children

Title 19 of the Maine Revised Statutes Annotated,

214 addresses child custody issues upon separation;

section 752 applies to

these

issues upon divorce or annulinent.

order

exclusive care and custody of a child to one parent,

care and custody between parents,
provides

that

suitable

society

Both statutes permi t a judge
to

or the Department

to

apportion

Section 752

or to order joint custody.

a judge may award custody of a child to a third
or institution,

section

person,

a

of Hunan Services.

Where parents agree to joint custody, the judge, under either statute, must
make

that award,

unless sUbstantial evidence exists that the judge should

not.

The judge must state the reasons for denial of a joint custody award

under

these circumstances.

Both statutes provide that a judge may

award

reasonable visitation rights to parents and third persons, and that a judge
may order either parent to pay child support.
to

Sec t i on 752 permi ts a judge

alter a custody or support order from time to

require.

Section

751

time,

to

request

the Department of Human Services

report

on

the circumstances and conditions of a child
the parents

circumstances

of Title 19 authorizes a judge hearing

action

parents;

as

to

a divorce

investigate
and

the

are to pay the cost of investigation if it

and

child's
is

for

purposes other than suspected abuse or neglect, and if the parents are able
to pay.
B.

JUdicial interpretations of statutes
The Mai ne Suprane Judie ial

3

C.ourt

has

authored

several

op ini ons

discussing

the role of the courts in applying child custody

statutes.

A

judge making a custody decision acts for the State as a wise, affectionate,
2

careful parent.

A court has full equitable powers under the child custody

3

The trial judge has broad discretion;

statu tes.
may

a trial court

decision

only be reversed if it is so erroneous as to constitute abuse of

this

4

discretion.
The Maine courts

have also developed a standard to apply

custody determinations in separation,

divorce,

in child

or annulment actions,

factors to consider in applying this standard:

and

The parmnount concern in a
5

child custody hearing is the best interest of the child.

Factors a court

must consider in applying this standard include:

*
*

The age of the child;
The

relationship

other

persons

of

the child with the child's parents

who may significantly affect

and

the child's

any
best

interests;

*
*

The wishes of parents as to their child's custody;
The preference of the child,

if the child is old enough to express

a meaningful preference;

*

The duration and adequacy of the current custodial arrangement

and

the desirability of maintaining continuity;

*
*

The stability of the proposed custodial arrangement;
The motivation of the canpeting parties and theit' capacity to give
the child love, affection, and guidance;

*
*

The child's adjustment to a present hoole, school, and ccmnuni ty;
All

other factors having a reAsonable bearing on the physical

and

6

psychological well-being of the child.
The

Supreme JUdicial Court has also stated that there is no preswnption in
7

favor of mothers in child custody cases.
4

~

Finding:
~ current statutes ~overni~ 1he custody Qf children in
domestic relations cases ~ not adeQuate.
CUrrent Maine

separation,

statutes

divorce,

governing child custody issues in cases

of

or annuhnent do not contain adequate terminology

or

standards to guide parents, attorneys, and judges -- the
these cases.
and

"j oi nt

fram

their

decision~akers

in

CUrrent statutes use terms, such as "custody," "visitation,"
cus tody," that are i ll-def ined and serve to
children.

es trange parents

The statutes do not present the standard on which

custody decisions are based, nor do they indicate the factors considered in
these decisions.

making

developed

in case

augmented

by

These

l'aw,

society's

should

elements

of

custody

be made more apparent,

best current knowledge and

determinations,
and

judgment

should
as

to

be
the

principles that must apply in child custody decisions.
The current

statutes

also provide for addressing

custody in separation, annuhnent, or divorce actions
process of the traditional court system.

issues

of

child

through the adversary

Judges must hear divorce actions

and make child custody decisions amidst the hearing and determination
criminal

cases,

proceedings
must

traffic

infractions,

civil suits,

and

all

that occur in Maine District and Superior (burts.

advocate the interests of their particular client only.

apply the same rules of evidence and civil
tions

as in other types of civil cases •. This

approach
parents

procedu~'e

in custody

litigational,

the

of

other

Attorneys
Judges must
determinaadversarial

to child custody cases does not permit the needs and interests of
and children,

thoroughly

assessed.

at the time of divorce and for the

future,

to be

The statutes should provide a more appropriate forum

for these cases for the benefit of children,

parents, spouses, other rela-

tives, and society.
A more detailed

discussion
5

of

this

general

finding

follows

in

responses to the remaining three questions addressed by the Commission.
2.

Should the current statutes governing the custody of children in
domestic relations cases be runended to change the law with regard
to joint legal or joint physical custody?

A. The meaning of these terms
Current

Maine

domestic

relations statutes refer

"joint custody" without definition.
the meaning

and

Maine case law does shed sane light on
each

divorced parent in their respective hanes for three and one half days

each

the

court

visitation;

"custody:"

"custody"

wi th

week,

of

to

noted

In a case where the child

that

1 ived

the father's half week with the

the mother was the custodial parent

because

child was

decision;naking

8

responsibilities

were

hers alone.

No opinions of the

Supreme

Judicial

Court elaborate on the meaning of "joint custody."
Several
exrunple,

states'

Minnesota's

statutes define "custody" and "joint custody."
divorce

statute

includes

definitions

For
"1 egal

of

9

custody" and "phys ical custody. "
"Joint custody" is def ined in Montana
10
law.
Idaho expands the statutory definition of "joint custody" to in11

clude

"joint physical custody!! and "joint legal custody."

statute

does

The

not refer to "custody" or "joint custody," but instead

and

de! ines the terms "shared parental respons ib il i ty" and "sole
12
responsibility."
B.

uses

parental

Pref er enc e for j 01 nt cus tody
IVhwh

state
into

Flor ida

recent discussion of child custody

hHS

focused on whether or not

laws should express a preference for joint custody.

While

research

the effects of j oint custody arrangements on children and parents

proceeding
Al though

earnestly
research

in many quarters,

the

research

is

inconclusive.

canpleted to datE: has uncovered many benef i ts of

custody arrangements,

the results are not conclusive for all people.
6

is

j oi nt
Sane

experts on child psychology and frunily relations support a legal preference
13

14

others do not.

Yet most of these experts agree

on

for

joint custody;

two

points: .the importance to children of a continuing relationship with

both

parents,

and the importance to children of a cessation

of

conflict

15

between their parents.
The

about joint custody has developed awareness

that

should protect the child's right to continue a loving

policy
with

debate

both parents,

public

relationship

and should encourage cooperative parenting with shared
16

responsibility

after

divorce.

The continuing debate centers

on

the

question of how to give these human values legal form.
The domestic relations law of at least twenty-six states
the concept
17
annulment;

of joint custody of children
the

upon

incorporates

separation,

approaches of the various state

laws

divorce,

differ,

or

however.

Alaska, MOntana, and Pennsylvania couple authorization for a court to award
joint

custody

continuing

with

contact

a statutory policy statement
between parent and child,

frequent

and the sharing

rights

and

statute

simply

states that a court making a custody determination

consider joint custody.

preference
california,
joint

for

as does

when parents

are

in

agreement.

Maine,

provides
such

a presumption

an

child-

for joint legal custody only when parents agree.

should
same
award.

in favor of

New Hampshire

vides a presumption favoring joint custody in all cases.

and

The New Mexico

custody when the parents agree to

Cbnnecticut, and Louisiana establish

custody

presumption

joint

Michigan,

parents.

of

rearing

first

responsibilities by both

favoring

has

a

Idaho pro-

Florida's innova-

tive approach mandates an award of shared parental rights and.responsibilities
If

unless shared parenting is determined to be detrimental to the child.
shared

parenting is awarded in Florida,

7

the court

may

still

divide

responsibilities

between

the parents

according

to

the

child's

best

i nteres t.
~

Finding:
~ current statutes ~oyerning ~ custody Q! children in
domestic relations cases should ~ wnended 1Q chan~e ~ termjnology Q!
custody, visitation .and joint custody, ,ang 1Q insure 1lllLt. shared
parenting ia encoura~ed.
Changing

custody"

current Maine law to incorporate defi.nitions of "joint legal

and "joint physical custody" might aid

attorneys,

and

judges in understanding what effect a joint custody arrangement has on

the

parents'

one

rights and responsibilities for their children.

arrangement

over

encouraging

a close,

the

parent's children.
of

Preferring

other might be one way of expressing

a policy

continuing relationship between each parent and

preferences or pres1.unptions favoring joint custody,
Maine

ties for child support,

serve

opportuni ty
assigned

is

sufficient.

to

responsibili-

residence of the child, parent-child contact, and

regarding the chi.ld may be

to dissipate
for

the

establishing

law does not effectively describe how rights and

decision-making

of

Neither of these approaches, nor any other combination

defining "custody," "visitation," and "joint custody" and

legal

will

parents,

the

antagonism,

structured.

New

polarization,

terminology

confusion,

confl ict that are often engendered when child-rearing

a custodian and a visitor,

or to

joint

and
is

custodians without

elaboration.
In presentations
de.~ision·;nakers,

Maine

of findings and purposes,' and

of

to

law ITllst clearly state that shared parenting afte,'

divorce is preferable for the heal thy physical,
develop~nt

in directions

children.

frequent

and

continuing

creation

of

opportuni ties

psychological

Policy statenents in the
contact between parents and

law must
children,

to develop parental cooperation

poss ible in the process of divorce.

8

j

as

and social
encourage
and

the

early

as

Dec is ion-makers should be required to

seek a parenting agreement that provides for the greatest possible

sharing

of

of

rights

and

responsibilities,

according to the best interest

the

ch i I d.
3.

A.

Should the decisions of law and some of the standards enacted in
other states governing the determination of the custody of
children in domestic relations cases be expressly incorporated
into the current statutes?

CUrrent Maine law
The

law of child custody in cases of divorce has

through
not

court opinions:

statute;

interest

developed

the best interest standard appears in case

Maine courts

that

largely

apply several

factors

are found nowhere in statute.

law,

in determining

best

A detailed presentation

of

these factors may be found in the first section of this report.
B. Other states
Most

states

require

the application of the "best

interest

of

the

18

child"

standard

states

provide for various factors to be considered in assessing a custody

case.

Those developed

states.

in custody determinations in cases

of

divorce.

in Maine case law are typical of those

Many

in other

However, several states add to the list of considerations specific

references to cooperative parental behavior.

New Jersey requires an asses-

sment of the parents' potential to cooperate in child-rearing to be made in
19

determini ng bes t interes t.

Minnesota requires cons iderati on of methods

of resolving disputes regarding the child,

and the parents' willingness to

20

use those methods.

Alaska, Florida, MOntana, and Pennsylvania direct the

court

to consider the capacity of the parents to allow and encourage

quent

and

continuing contact between the child and

the

other

fre21
parent.

Finally, another factor for consideration in Minnesota is the effect on the
22

child

if one parent has sole authority over the child's upbringing.

9

All

of these factors,

in one way or another, deliver the message that parental

cooperation is best for a child involved in divorce.
~

~ ~
interest standard BnQ related factors, includin~
encouragement Qf parental cogperation, ~ in determining Questions Qf
child custody in domestic relations cases should ~ expressly
incorporated iniQ Majne statutes.

Findin~;

The best interest standard used in judging questions of child

custody

in separation, divorce, or annuilnent cases should be expressly incorporated
into Maine statutes.
the

standard

country.

This standard guides decision;nakers in Maine and is

agreed upon by the majority of public policy makers in

When appearing in statute,

separating

or

divorcing

this

the best interest standard will

parents and the public in knowing

aid

the goal

of

consideration

in

domestic relations decisions concerning children.
The

factors

determining

the

developed
best

in Maine

into

the statutes to,

publ ic
par ti es

of what

law

for

interest of a child in a domestic

should appear in Maine statutes.
applied in other states.

case

relations

These factors coincide with most of those

The existing Maine factors should be incorporated
assist decision-makers and advise parents

is best for children involved

in divorce.

in divorce cases appear in court without hav ing

advice or

representation,

it is especially important for

more access ible to the pub11c than case law.
in ehild custody

Add ing

new

assure

a child's

Further)

cases should be added

also

Since

custody case.

10

1egal

the governing
statutes are

to cooperate

contact with both parents expresses a policy

the behavior expected of

sane

to l'v'1aine stEttutes.

factors concerni ng the capac i ty of parents

indicate

the

new factor.s to be

parents working together in the best interest of a child.
factors

and

received

statutes to present the elements of a child custody decision;

considered

case

parents

and

favoring

These addi tional
involved

in

a

Finally,

given

the

evolving area of child custody research,

it

is

important for statutes to incorporate society's best current judgment as to
what

is best for children.

decision;nakers,

The statement of this judgment as a guide

coupled with

the ability of statutes to be

rumended

to
to

reflect changes in society's knowledge, serves to protect the best interest
of all children involved in domestic relations cases.
4.

A.

Should any institutional changes be made in the present court
system's handling of child custody matters in domestic relations
cases?

The current system and proposals for reform in Maine
1) The current system
In

1982,

49,557

civil actions were filed in Maine District Cburts.

Divorce actions made up 6,991 of those filings.
6,058

civil

actions were filed,

In Superior Cburt in 1982,

with 452 of those

filings

representing

23

divorce actions.
Approximately 6,500 children were involved in those
24
actions.
Divorce actions were heard by Maine judges rumidst a caseload
(including all civil and criminal cases) of approximately 10,260 cases

per

year for District Cburt judges, and 1,100 cases per year for Superior Cburt
25
justices.
Each case of divorce, separation, or annulment, including
those

in which child custody is an issue,

ru les

of

is generally governed

by
26

procedure and ev idence that apply to other c iv il acti ons.

To

understand the current Maine system for hearing divorce actions and
mining

child

custody,

one must examine the way a typical

the

deter-

case proceeds

through court, and the roles of various players:
-- Lawyer's
machinery
spouses

training and obligations:

divorce often
27
contacts a lawyer.
for

11

Under present practices,

begins when
A lawyer's

one or
oath,

both
ethical

of

the
the

obliga-

tions,

and

lawyer

aggressively promote the interests of a client,

sion

of

the traditions of the legal profession require

interests

of others who may be

affected

actions in achieving the client's individual goals.
obligation poses
inconsistencies
client,

and

cludes

to the exclu-

by

the

lawyer's

This professional
the

between aggressive promotion of the interests of each

promotion of the best interest of the child,
and responsible communication between

Still,

malpractice

the

a problem in child custody matters because of

continued

parents.

that

suits

the
if
28

lawyer

risks

bar

he or she fails to

disciplinary
aggressively

which

in-

the child's
action

and

promote

the

client's interests.
One of the few legal malpractice cases to reach the Maine Supreme
29

JUdicial Court

involved a claim,

four years after a divorce, that a

lawyer had compromised the divorce too easily, and had not been sufficiently aggressive in investigating and promoting his client's individual

interests.

should

The Law Court's holding indicated that

this

claim

be allowed to proceed to determination by a citizen jury.

It

serves as a signal to all lawyers of the professional risks associated
with less than fully aggressive promotion of the client's interest

in

divorce cases.
-~The

adversary process tradition:

The American judicial system

and

its litigation processes are premised on basic procedural
30
rights.
In all areas of litigation, these procedures are generally
aimed

towards a full and free disclosure of the facts pranoted by the

parties to the litige.tion 9
goal

of

premised
not,

before an impartial fact-finder,

determining on which side the truth
on

lies.

the assumption that the parties involved

The

with the
system

cannot,

is

will

or should not resolve the disputes runong themselves; it does not
12

concern itself with the possibility that parties may have to maintain
a continuing

communicative relationship after the

civil

the parties appear,

cases,

court

acts.

In

they prepare for battle trying

to

maximize their advantage and make the other side's case look as bad as
possible,
made.

they

do battle before the fact-finder,

The parties then depart,

tact again.
driver

and a decision

is

in most instances never to have con-

There is no need, for example, to assure that the errant

preserves

a continuing responsible relationship with the

jured pedestrian.

in-

The adversary process has several elements which

are significant in considering its incompatability with child custody
actions:

*

It

begins

generally

with the filing of a "complaint." This
drawn

to positively

assert

the

document

interests

of

complainer and place blame for problems on the other party.
other

party

is

then best advised to respond

is
the
The

in kind with

a

similar court document.

*

Once complaints have been filed, and advocacy positions have been
taken,

the parties will frequently stop communicating with each

other.

Instead, communications will be through lawyers.

Lawyers

frequently advise such a "no direct carmunication" stance so that
litigation positions

may not be
31

coomunication of the parties.
gat ion

as

undercut

Further,

through uncounseled
the existence of liti-

an unavoidable prerequis i te to divorce may pranote

a

siege mentality in many people, closing off previously open lines
of cammmunication.

*

After

the complaint is filed and communication is

"discovery" process

begins.

13

The purpose of

limited,

discovery

is

the
to

marshall all information favorable to your side and to develop as
much information critical of the other side as possible.
in many ways:

done
hiring

gathering of personal and financial

private investigators;

This is
papers;

submitting questions to the other

side in writing,

called interrogatories; and use of depositions.

In a deposition,

one side will summon the other to appear before

a court
subject

reporter.

The party so summoned will

appear

and

be

to aggressive and sometimes extensive questioning by the
32

other

party's attorney.

battle nature of

divorce

This procedure tends to promote
litigation,

and

can

only

the

further

antagonize a deposed parent towards the other parent.

*

When the attorneys believe that discovery is completed the matter
will then be brought to trial.

By

law, divorces cannot be heard
33

for at least sixty days after they are filed.
of

the discovery process,

In fact, because

individual attorneys' own priorities,

and trial court delays, a divorce which must be resolved by trial

.

often will not be heard for at least six months, possibly not for
a year or more, after the first divorce complaint is filed.
At

trial,

each party must

aggressively

promote

their

interes ts,

try ing

ei ther per sonaUy or through counsel to make

thanselves

appear

in the best possible light and

other

party appear in the wrong.

Often

to make

the

in this process in

a

divorce, minor dmlestic incidents are blO't.'n out of proportion.

*

There is only late and limited involvanent of the decision-maker.
While judges occasionally became involved in motions to determine
custody

and

involvanent

support at an early stage in the
is

brief and transitory.

There is

supervision of the case fram that point forward.
14

litigation,

this

no

continuing

In

fact,

the

judicial
until

decision;naker usually is not injected into the process

the matter is before the court

indicated,
after

may

be

for

divorce,

anywhere fram sixty days to a year

the papers are filed.

This will be the first

judge's attention is directed to the case.
processes

discussed above,

have occurred.
think

of

feelings

are

of

be detached.

the children,

and

in

table

and

the

best

focusing first on
only second

interests and their economic disputes.
involved

earlier

Further, the judge's role must, out of

in an extensive discussion,

interest

the

too hurt;

judge cannot sit down with the parties around a

engage

time

to help the parties

necessity and the judge's own ethical obligations,
The

more

extreme polarization will frequently

the children:

emotions are too strong.

on

the

parties'

A judge who becomes

too

attempting to promote settlements may be viewed
judicial objectivity if the matter ultimately

compromising

as

or

Through the

It is too late for the judge

responsibly

which,

as
rrust

34

go

to

trial and decision.

exclude acr imonious
criticism or

A judge who attempts to

tes timony

or

limit

cross-examinat ion may

even reversal by an appeals

court

for

or
face

depriving

35

parties

of

a

full

and fair hearing.

The

judge must

not

presentations

are

actively intervene.
After
canpleted,
argunents

the plaintiff's and
after

defendant's

both sides have cross-examined and

have been made,

concluding

the court renders a decision.

SOOle-'

times that decision is rendered from the bench at the end of

all

the

six

ev idence.

months

Sometimes

that

decision takes as much

if the parties wish to file briefs and the court

15

as

engages

in an extensive review of the evidence before rendering a written
decision.

The

Services

court may have ordered the Department

of Human

to investigate the divorcing parents and their children
36

There is another

and may have to wait for that report.

delay

37

and it may

of thirty days before the decision can became final,

not became final for a considerably longer period if the decision
is subject to appeal.

Finally, along with polarization and delay

will usually came a large bill for attorneys fees.
2)

Proposals for reform

().rer
attempted

the

las t

to alter,

few year s many in Mai ne

have

examined,

status

even

the traditional approach to divorce and child custody
In 1978,

cases to better serve the interests of separating families.
Maine Civil

and

Liberties

Uhion reported its findings from a study

in Maine courts of the presumption in favor of mothers

of

the
the

in child

38

custody

cases.

The MCLU study found that the status of the presumption

in

courts could not be determined from available statistical

39

the

The study did uncover other problems,
that lawyers,
clients

not

working with an inference from the past,
to

success are icm;
best

however, including:

data.

the possibility

are advising male

seek custody of their children because their

chances

of

the inadequacy of fact-f ind ing procedures for determining

interest of children under the current system;

and

the

detr imental
40

effects

of the adversary process on divorcing parents and children.

NCLU report suggested for the creation of a family court system,
work

ta.vards danestic

relations solutions in a nonadversarial

possessing a staff with expertise in law,
and capable of the investigations,

psychology,

The

set up to
manner;

and social welfare;

interviewing,

and mediation that would
41
better serve the aim of fact-finding in family matters.
The 1980 Blaine House Conference on Families presented its findings in
16

42

a

report

problems
its

to Governor Brennan.

recognized

the

added

the current court system creates for frunilies in crises in two of

find ings:

creation

The conference

of

recarrnends

The

report

a frunily
that

recarrnends that

the Governor

cons ider

court system in Maine a priority.

mediation

be required (except in situations

the

It

further

of

serious

domestic violence) in all divorce matters involving minor children,

and be

43

conducted by qualified frunily mediators.
Finally, Maine has over six years of exper ience wi th a court-sponsored
voluntary mediation service for domestic relations cases.

In a 1982 report

44

to

the Chief

Justice by the COurt Mediation Service,

the

statistical

benefits of mediation in domestic relations cases were demonstrated.

The

Director

the

of

the Mediation Service stated,

in a letter

accompanying

report, that:

••• ~Jur experience has demonstrated LJn domestic relations case~
that mediation is generally a better solution than litigation.
Where adversarial trials tend to
exacerbate differences,
mediation works to lead the parties to a cammon ground.
Because the
mediator has more time to listen than our over-burdened trial judges,
the underlying causes of disputes are more likely to be aired; and
because a mutually acceptable mediated solution more often than not
leaves the parties on speaking terms, compliance with the resulting
court order is facilitated, which is critically important when the
custody of children is involved.
In intra-frunily disputes, mediat ion
makes a unique contribution both to the judicial system and to the
welfare of the parties.45
The Director of the COurt Mediation

Service~

'Lincoln Clark,

offered

the COmmission his most recent information on the voluntary use of mediation in domestic relations cases.
the

On March 7,

1983, the 01ief Justice of

Supreme JUdicial COurt issued an order requiring attorneys and

judges

46

to

encourage

unclear:

the use of mediation.

The impact of

the statistics seem to show that,

that

order

rffoains

while the use of mediation in

domestic relations cases has increased or been implemented in certain areas

17

of the state, there are still many areas where no domestic relations media47
In a statement to the Cbmmission, ~. Clark indicated
tion is occuring.
that

the

current mediators employed by the judiciary are divided
48
issue of whether or not mediation should be made mandatory.

on

the

B. Other states' systems
have existed in this country since the es tab49
Professional counselors
the first in Los Angeles in 1939.

Conciliation Courts
lishment

of

50

were

fir st

Conciliation Court

operates with a judge of each

petitions appointed as a Conciliation Court judge.
generally

has

Parties may

in 1954.

in California Conciliation Courts

employed

a director
petition

and employs

counselors

court

hearing

and

social workers.

divorcing
involved.

parties

conferences

between

counselors

a

the judge

Judges are encouraged to require

to use conciliation services when minor

Supervising

filing

If the parties to a divorce

action do not initiate the proceeding in the Conciliation Court,
may transfer the petition to that Court.

divorce

The Conciliation Court

for Conciliation Court services prior to

divorce petition or upon filing for divorce.

A

conduct

children

are

a conference or

the parties aimed at aChieving an

series of
51
agreement.
At

least eight states now offer the forum of a Conciliation Court to divorcing
52

par ti es.
california

is

the only state currently mandating mediation of

child

53

custody

Conciliation Court personnel may be used as

matters by statute.

the mediators.

}~reernents

reached in mediation are reported to the court,

and,

if no agreement is reached, the med iator may make a recarmendat ion to
54
Since this mandatory mediation law has only been in effect
the COUI't.

since 1981, statistics on the success of the mediation are few and far from
55

conclusive, but are promising.
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Other

states

relations cases.

make mediation

available in

same

form

in domestic

Arizona permits mediation to be required by local

court

56

rules.

In five states,

the court may order mediation on its a.vn motion
57

or

at the request of a party.

Florida,

and Michigan (and Maine) simply

58

make mediation

available.

In three states,

the court may

order

the

59

parties

to

engage in counseling.

In four states,

the court may

seek

60

independent

professional

Finally,

advice.

same

states

require

the

61

parties to submit a custody implementation plan to the court.
All

of the above -- the experience of divorcing parents and

children

with the requirements of the traditional court system, proposals for change
in

the current system that have occurred in Maine over the last few years,

Maine's

experience with a court-sponsored voluntary

mediation

service,

other states' provisions for Cbnciliation Cburts and mediation -- all argue
for

same changes in the current system for dealing with divorce and

child

custody in Maine.
~

Findini:
Institutional chanies 1ha1 emphasize concjliation and aireeshould he ~ in ~ present system ~ handlini matters 2! child
custody in dgmestjc relations cases.

~

Basic
handled

institutional

change

in Maine statutes.

is

needed in the way

that

These institutional changes must

divorce

is

alter

the

entire nature of divorce proceedings, removing them fram an adversary arena
and placing them in a forum where discussion, compromise, and communication
will be fostered in the best interest of the parties and children involved.
This change will have considerable benefits:

Same of the trauma currently

experienced by divorcing parties and affected children may be avoided.
the extent that the trauma,
from
the

polarization, and poor communication resulting

the present adversary approach to divorce are avoided,
State

children's

To

demands

upon

to provide social services to children may be prevented,

same

entry

into the juvenile justice system may
19

be avoided,

and

dependency

of

same children upon State aid may be lessened

by

improved

willingness of both parents to undertake their fair share of the burden

of

supporting their children.
Many

conflicting

needs and emotions must be addressed whenever

the

question of child care responsibility canes into dispute. Each case must be
examined and decided based on its individual, and almost inevitably unique,
circumstances.

Four basic issues usually must be resolved:

Residence -- What will be the arrangements for the child's

residence

and school attendance?
Decision;naking

-- How will basic questions in the child's

life

education, religion, medical care and the like -- be decided?
Support
to

-- How will responsibility for paying the expenses

support the child be allocated between the parents

necessary

in same cases,

and~

62

between the parents and the State?
Parent-child contact

-- When and under what circumstances

child have contact wi th each parent,

and,

ree iprocally,

will

the

each parent have

contact with the child?
None of these issues can be avoided, each must be resolved in a system
places

which

parents'

the best interest of

responsibilities

pEl.rent's right to

As

saff~uard

the

child

first,

towards their children,

which

and which

anphasizes
protects

8,

his or her cwn interes'i:!:.

these matters are addressed in child

custody

proceedings,

four

goals should govern:

*

To provide parental dit'ection, living

arr8nganents~

and financial

support which is in the bes t interes t of the child.

*

To preserve a meaningful relationship between the child and
parent.

20

each

*

To

promote

responsible communication between

the

separated

parents regarding the interests of the child.

*

To

achieve

contacts,

stability
living

for

the child in

arrangements,

the child's

educat i onal

parental
and

serv ices,

63

relationships with relatives and friends.
The current

litigation-focused system for addressing

child

disputes

is often inherently antagonistic to all of these goals.

current

system could be improved simply by changing the way that

lawyers,
tions,

custody
If

the

judges,

and other participants understand and address child custody questhat would be the easiest solution.

relations

attorneys

demonstrably

Yet many of Maine's

and District and Superior Cburt judges

concerned with

and sensitive to the problems

danestic

are already
of

families

64

fac ing

divorce.

No amount of education about or increased

sensitivity,

to child custody issues by the bar can change same of the basic
of the adversary system:
the child's
meaningful
relationship

interests

attributes

The system is necessarily antagonistic to placing
first,

to

assuring that each parent

relationship with the child,

retains

a

and to pranoting a communicative

between the parents regarding the child.

Adding a

few

new

presumptions or procedural requirements will not correct the basic flaws of
the
calls

adversary system in addressing child custody issues.

A process

that

itself "adversary," pranotes "confrontation?" labels the other pB.rty

a "hostile" witness and ultimately produces a"winner" and a "loser,"

could

not be worse for resolving how two separating parents will continue to have
65

the best possible relationship with their child and each other.

Instead,

a new system is needed to assess and resolve differences relating to child
care responsibilities between separating parents.

21

RECaVlVIEN)ATICNS

The COmmission
Relations.

This

recommends

Office will

the creation of

be associated with the courts and will have

jurisdiction over petitions for separation,
Office,

in hearing

an Office of Domestic

divorce,

or

all domestic relations petitions,

proceed ings for all divorces,

annubnent.

The

will expedite

the

but its pr imary focus, by des ign and because

of the nature of the disputes, will be on child custody cases.
The Cbmmission considered recommending mandatory mediation for
tic

relations cases involving minor children.

Cbmmission determined that requiring mediation,
still

available

cient.
tion

In the end,

however,

with a full court

to the parties should mediation fail,

domes-

would be

the

hearing
insuffi-

Attorneys involved would still be obligated to protect the litigaposture of their clients.

Service noted,

As the Director of the Cburt Mediation

unwilling participants might treat mediation perfunctorily,

as parties did the former requirement of attendance at marriage counseling
66

before

a divorce hearing.

avai lable as

a

final

Approaching mediation with

option could increase the time and

1 it igat ion

costs

of

the

67

divorce process.

The op inion held by many involved wi th

court-sponsored mediation prog-ram,

the

current

that the use of mediation techniques to

resolve divorce disputes must be a voluntary option,

argued against simply

mak ing

divorce

68

Finally,

current med iat 1on serv ices mandatory for all

1 it igants.

the bulk of the work of the cunent court mediation service lies
69

in nondomestic,

particularly small claims,

areas;

a sanewhat

different

approach is more appropriate for domestic relations cases.
Still,

the Cbmmission recognizes the significant benefits that media-

tion of domestic relations cases produces for the parties,

22

their children,

70

and

society.

The COmmission recommends to the Legislature a system that

employs and emphasizes the techniques of mediation,

but that can render

a

decision without litigation should mediation fail to achieve an agreement.
The procedures

of the Office of Domestic Relations set forth in

the

legislation accompanying this report, are designed to achieve several goals
which are incompatible with the adversary approach to divorce.

The proce-

dures require:

*

Prompt involvement, after notification of intent to divorce, by a
professional

sensitive

to child custody issues and

trained

in

dispute resolution.
Continuing

*

involvement and carmmication wi th the parents by the

professional
promote

decision;naker

in attempting to develop

the best interest of children involved,

a plan,

and assure each

parent a continuing, meaningful relationship with their children.
Consideration

*

of the interests of the children as each

signifi-

cant action in the process is taken.
Emphasis on a process which promotes discussion and agreement and

*

minimizes pol ar izat i on and acr imony.
An

*

end

result which

unfortunate
possible,

is

bes t

for

but necessary separation,
leaves

all

concerned

and which,

in

the

to the extent

the parties feeling that their interests

have

been considered, that there is not a "winner" and a "loser."
The first step in ini tiating the procedures of this Office will be for
one or

both of the separating partie.s to file a petition with a District

Court.

The

will

meet

petition will be transferred to the Office,

and the parties

with a conciliator after a thirty day period during which .the

parties will examine educational and planning materials and,
on

an

agreement.

The ·conciliator will be
23

a person with

perhaps, work
significant

training

in dispute

resolution and background skills in

law and

child

psychology.
The conciliator

who meets with the parties

initially will

become

responsible for determination of child custody and other issues inherent in
termination of the marriage.

This will result in the conciliator gaining a

much greater knowledge of the parties than any judge has the opportunity to
achieve under the present system.
The

conciliator's

responsibility will be to determine and place

top

priority on the best interests of the children, and to accomplish the
goals

of providing stability for children,

tionships,

sufficient living arrangements and financial support,

sponsible communication between adults.
ciliator

meaningful parent-child

to

apply

After

that

the best interest standard,

address

the rights and

meeting with tne parties,

meeting with one party,
procedure

to consider

responsibilities

the conciliator could

or both separately,

and

re-

the

of

then

if necessary.

factors

and to seek
parenting.
schedule a

Through

this

the conciliator will develop a plan for resolution of the issues

and final determination of the disputed points.
be different

depending

general agreanent,
No

rela-

The legislation directs the con-

discussed in this report in assessing a child's best interest,
agreements

four

The plan will necessarily

on the needs of each case.

If

parties

are

in

the matter may proceed to f inai determinat j on quickly.

sixty day limit or other al'tificial time period will delay

implanenta-

tion of an agreement.
If dispute exists regarding,

child,

appropriate psychological

ordered.

If

disputes

developed

to

assure

for example,

the physical loeation of a

evaluations or other studies might

are I imi ted to economic issues,
that

the facts regarding the

24

be

a plan could be

economic

issues

are

brought out.

Each case will be different, but the goal, in all cases, will

be to resolve disputes in ways which promote the four basic goals for child
custody cases,

and others that might be set for particular cases.

the parties be unable to reach an agreement on any issues,
will

decide those issues based on written findings.

COurt

Should

the conciliator

Appeals to Superior

from such decisions may be had for abuse of discretion or

error

of

law.
The COmmission presumes that in most cases both parents will desire to
continue

parenting to the fullest extent possible.

presumes

that children will want to continue meaningful relationships with

each parent.

The four goals stated above,

this report, are based on these presumptions.
rule,

and

there will

substantial

contact

be

The COmmission

and the general direction

also

of

However, exceptions make the

instances where mutual

desire

between parent (mother or father) and

for
child

continued
do

not

70

ex is t.

Any system must be prepared to identify and accomodate differing

situations

appropriately,

and

to modify the

goals

of

the parenting

arrangement in each case, without the use of artificial legal presumptions.
The legislation the COrrmission reccmnends does not,

therefore, suggest the

use of presumptions favor ing one custody arrangement or another or the continuation of categorical descriptions of possible custody awards. Conciliators will apply,

instead, a functional approach to determining the sharing

or allocation of parental rights and responsibilities.
The proposed
significant
less

system

for

domestic

determination

has
The
of

relations questions more quickly than possible under

the current adversary system.
on

in Maine

differences fran present litigation oriented procedures.

formal procedures suggested should result in final

unresolved

irq>act

a new approach to divorce

The new system will have

the children involved than does the existing
25

less of an adverse
divorce process.

The proposed system will create a greater likelihood that divorced

parents

can maintain a serious communicative relationship to the benefit of
children.

their

Further, the dispute resolver will remain avai lable to deal wi th

family difficulties as they arise after the separation.
This

new system for dealing with domestic relations cases will
Well-qualified and carefully selected people will be needed

expenses.

conciliators. Other

more

judges,

However,

support staff may be needed.

initial savings might result fran this system.
for

have

particularly

at

For example,

the District

COurt

some

as

direct

the necessity
level,

may

be

71

avoided.
and

The greatest savings may occur in reducing the costs, emotional

financial,

to divorcing parties.

Other savings could arise from the

more complete assessments of financial status that decision;nakers in

the

new system will be able to make.

can

currently
The

Greater information

than

acquire should lead to more appropriate child

largest savings may be long term,

however,

judges

support

awards.

if the adverse impacts of

72

divorce upon children are avoided or reduced.

F,inally, the Cbmmission is

proposing to increase the fees for filing for divorce so that the

domestic

relations system wil1 be essentially self-supporting.
is

There

precedent

treat ing

for

divorce cases

differently

and

separately fran traditional adult litigation, especially when the interests
73

of children are principally involved.
and

less

punitive system has been

An entirely separate?

established

for

less formal,

addressing

crimes

74

carmi tted

childt'en.

by

In

juvenile court

the precis€

procedural

requirements of the adul t system may be var ied, subj ect only to the overall
75

goal

of promoting "fundamental fairness" for the child.

Juveni Ie Code,

Under the Maine

rev iew of the fact-f inder I s dec is ions is for abuse of

dis-

76

cretion

or

error of law.

Similar changes can,

26

and must,

be made

in

current

procedures for dealing with divorce.

Fundamental fairness to the

child1s interest, and to that of both parents in the child, must be promoted.
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CCNCLUSICN

CUrrent

Maine

traditional
research,

statutes

approach

governing domestic relations cases

to addressing the issues

the experience of other states,

of

divorce.

offer

Yet

a

recent

and the experiences and insight

of many Maine citizens involved with divorce suggest that, especially where
children

are involved,

approaching divorce in essentially the srune manner

as other civil cases is inappropriate.
Maine

law fails to use and define appropriate terminology to describe

the possible and most beneficial arrangements for
responsibilities
the

"best

for children upon divorce.

parental

rights

The statutes do not

interest of the child" standard used in making

and

include

child

custody

decisions, nor do the statutes supply guidance in the form of factors to be
considered

assessing a child's best interest.

in

Important runong

these

factors are those promoting parental cooperation and the child's access
both parents.

to

The legislation the Cbmmission recommends proposes to incor-

porate all of these elements into Maine domestic relations statutes.
The greatest opportunity for improvement of Maine law lies,
in changing
address ing
according
cess,

the current
the

to

issues

of

forum

available

separation.

to divorcing

DivO['ees

are

however,

frunilies

now carried

the current procedures and traditions of the adversary

and under the eth ical obligati ons of 1awyers and judges.

process, conducted correctly, too often has

&

Yet

for
out
proth is

detr imental impact on parents

and children -- especially on children, who are sUbjects of the process but
not participants in it.
tion

is

the

At the end of the current process,

final arbiter of

family

parents are usually very strained.
that

their parents have had a fight,
28

disputes,

where litiga-

communications

between

Children involved in divorce are aware
that often considerable acrimony has

developed between them, and that they, the children, have been a subject of
that

fight.

Even

the prospect of going through

process may bave a significant impact.

the current

In same instances,

adversary

a parent

may

avoid a custody battle because he or she cannot afford the financial costs.
In

others,

parents may forego efforts to preserve a full and

relationship with

their children

significant

simply to avoid the pain to

themselves

and their children that this process entails.
Because of the inherent problems of the adversary process when applied
to divorce,

efforts to simply tinker with the current system,

presumptions regarding child custody,
hurdles to clear or facts to find,
this

report.

process
issues

Such

or otherwise imposing new procedural

will not achieve the goals discussed in

changes within the context of the current

could simply promote more litigation and acrimony by
to dispute in an already complicated situation.

change which

adding new

emphasizes

conciliation and agreement

An

adding more
institutional

necessary.

The

legislation

the Cbmmission recommends establishes a system in Maine

tnat

discourages

conflict

between separating parents and

contact with both parents.

is

adversary

promotes

children's

The legislation offers an opportunity to truly

serve the best interests of parents,
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children, and society.

1.

Source: Division of Vital Statistics, Maine Department of Human
Services. In 1981 there were 6,351 divorces in Maine, involving 6,509
children. The number of children involved in each of these divorces
follows:
2,617
1,720
1,434
447
91
32

no minor children
1

2
3

4

8

5
6

2

7

2.

Costigan v. Costigan, 418 A.2d 1144, 1147 (Me. 1980).

3.

Harmon v. Emerson, 425 A.2d 978, 984 (Me. 1980).

4.

Huff v. Huff, 444 A.2d 396, 398 (Me. 1982).

5. Costigan v. Costigan, 418 A.2d at 1146.
6.

.ld...

7.

Lane v. Lane, 446 A.2d 418, 419 (Me. 1982). The Maine statutes also
provide that a mother and father are joint natural guardians of their
minor children, jointly entitled to their custody.
ME. REV. STAT.
tit. 19, §211 (West 1981).

8.

Sheldon v. Sheldon, 423 A.2d 943, 945 (Me. 1981).

9.

MINN. STAT. §518.003 (1983).

In Minnesota:

"l egal
cus tody" means the right to determine the child's
upbringing,
including educat ion, health care and religious
training
"physical custody and residence" means the routine daily care and
control and the residence of the child
10.

MONT. REV. CODES ANN. §40-4-224 (1981).

In Montana:

"joint custody" means an order awarding custody of the minor
child to both parents and providing that the residency of the
child shall be shared by the parents in such a way as to assure
the child frequent and continuing (but not necessarily equal)
contact with both parents
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11.

:rooK)

cam §32-717B (Supp. 1983).

In Idaho:

"joint physical custcx:ly" means an order awarding each of the
parents significant periods of time in which a child resides with
or is under the care and supervision of each of the parents or
part i es
"joint legal custcx:ly" means a judicial determination that the
parents or parties are required to share the decision;naking
rights, responsibilities and authority relating to the health,
education and general welfare of a child or children
12.

FLA. srAT. ANN. §61.13 (West Supp. 1983).

In Florida:

"shared parental respons ib il i ty" means that both parents retain
full parental rights and responsibilities with respect to their
child and requires both parents to confer so that major decisions
affecting the welfare of the child will be determined jointly.
In ordering shared parental responsibility,
the court may
consider the expressed desires of the parents and may grant to
one party the ultimate responsibility over specific aspects of
the child's welfare or may divide those aspects between the
parties based on the best interests of the child.
When it
appears to the court to be in the best interests of the child,
the court may order or the parties may agree how any such
responsibility will be divided. Such areas of responsibility may
include primary physical residence, education, medical and dental
care, and any other responsibilities which the court finds
unique to a particular family and/or in the best interest of the
child
"sole parental responsibil ity" means that responsibil ity for the
minor chi ld is given to one parent by the court ~ wi th or wi thou t
rights of visitation to the other parent

c.

13.

~ ~,
Kelly, Further Chseryations
Davis L. REV. 762 (1983).

14.

Stei man, iToi nt CustQdy.:.. Wh.ai We Kncm, Wha1 ~ Hm~ YJll.. 1.a
Learn, aruJ...the Jydiejal .and. Legislative Irrplieations" 16 U. C. Davis
L. REV. 739 (1983).

15.

~
Steiman, 1<1.. and Kelly~, note 13.
In their articles, Dr.
Stei man and Dr. Kelly rev i ew the same j oi nt eus tody res earch, yet
express different opjnions on legal preferences for joint custody.
StUl their findings and other conclusions are similtu' and extremely
helpful.

Qll

sIQin1

~tody,

16 U.

.5.fl.f4~,

Among Steiman's
following:

findings

fathers
fathers

joint

with

in

reviewing studies

custcx:ly are less
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to date

depressed

are

the

than visiting

co-parental relationships vary regarding the degree of conflict,
but parents can cooperate in child-rearing while discontinuing
intimate spousal relationship
relitigation is half as frequent among joint legal custody awards
as ~ong sole custody awards
no support exists for a presumption of maternal preference
joint custody arrangements should be determined with the child's
individual needs and capacities foremost
Steinman concludes, in part, that:
parents having the potential for cooperation should be referred
to mediation or counseling to help develop their capacities for
co-parenting, and to create a child-focused planning process
a specific
legally

joint

custody plan is

useful

it is important to assess the individual
vulnerabilities, concerns, and wishes

pyschologically
child's

and

strengths,

Kelly's findings upon reviewing joint custody research are compatible
with Steinman's, and include the following:
hostility diminishes for most couples within the first year;
hostility is usually the product of one very angry parent and one
who responds to protect his or her integrity and relationship
with a child
cooperative parenting is encouraged and enhanced wi th limi ted,
relatively inexpensive education, counseling or mediation
joint and sole custody create adjustment problems for children
evidence exists of a link between a continuing relationship with
a child and child support compliance
j oi nt

1egal respons ib i li ty for
beneficial to divorced fathers

&

ch il dis

psycholog i cally

the traditional visiting pattern of every other weekend provides
insufficient
contact
to maintain a positive parent-child
relationship, and the child's adjustment suffers
the more paternal contact after divorce,
adj usted academically and wi th peers

the better the child is

Kelly concludes that:
when both parents are "good enough" there is no bas is in law
psychology for making a rational choice between them
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or

it is in the best interest of a child to encourage both
to take an active post-divorce role in the child's life

parents

For
other
views on the subject of joint custody ~ ~,
Bruch,Parenting Ai and After Djyorce: A Search iuL ~ MOdels, 79
MICH. L.. REV. 708 (1981); Nestor, Developing Cpoperat ion Between
Hostile Parents at Diyorce, 16 U. C. Davis L. REV. 771 (1983); Potash,
Psychological Support iuL a Rebuttable Presumption Qf Joint CUstody, 4
Probate L. J. 17 (1982); and Reece, JQin1 custody: A cautious ~, 16
U. C. Davis L. REV. 775 (1983).
16.

~

Steinman, supra at 761.

17.

The states found by the Cbmmission to include the concept
custody in their laws are:

of

joint

Alaska

-

AlASKA STAT. §25.20.060 (1983)

Cal ifornia

-

CAL. CIV. CXDE §§4600, 4600.5 (1983)

Connecticut

-

CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. §46b -56a (Supp. 1983)

Delaware

- DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 13, §721

Florida

-

FLA. STAT. ANN. §61.13 (Supp. 1983)

Hawai i

-

HAW. REV. STAT. §571-46.1 (Supp. 1982)

Idaho

-

IDAHO CODE §32-717B (Supp. 1983)

Illinois

-

ILL. ANN.
1983)

Kansas

-

KAN. STAT. ANN. §60-1610 (Supp. 1982)

Kentucky

-

KY. REV. STAT. §403.270 (Suppo 1982)

Louisiana

- LA. CrY. CODE ANN. arts. 146, 157 (West SUppa 1983)

Maine

-

STAT.

ME. REV. STAT.

ch.

~ ~

(1981)

40, §603.1 (Smith-Hurd Supp.

ANN. tit. 19, §§214, 752 (West Supp.

1983)
Massachusetts

- MASS. ANN.
1983)

IAWS ch.

Mich igan

- MICH. COMPILED LAWS §722.26a (Supp. 1983)

Minnesota

-

Montana

- MONT. Rb1{. CODES ANN. §40-4-222 (1983)

Nevada

- NEV. Rb1{. STAT. §125.136 (1981)

New Hampshire

-

208,

$031 (Law.

Co-op SUppa

MINN. STAT. §518.17 (1982)

N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. §458:17 (Supp. 1981)
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New Jersey

- Beck v. Beck, 86 N. J. 480, 432 A.2d 63 (1981)

New Mexico

- N.M. STAT. ANN. §40-4-9.1 (Supp. 1983)

North Carolina -

N.C. GEN. STAT. §50-13.2 (Supp. 1981)

Ohio

-

CHIO REV. CODE ANN. §3109.04 (Baldwin 1983)

Oregon

- OR. REV. STAT. §107.137 (1981)

Pennsylvania

-

23 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. §1002 (Purdon Supp. 1983)

Texas

-

TEX. FAMILY CODE ANN. §14.06 (Vernon Supp. 1982)

Wisconsin

- WIS. STAT. ANN. §767.24 (West 1981)

18.

Florida's statute, requiring shared parental responsibility to be
ordered unless detrimental to the child, provides a notable exception.

19.

Beck v. Beck, 432 A.2d at 71-72.

20.

MINN. STAT. §518.17 (1982).

21. AlASKA STAT. §25.20.090 (1983); FLA. STAT. ANN. §61.13 (Supp. 1983);
MONT. REV. CODES ANN. §40-4-222; 23 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. §1002 (Purdon
Supp. 1983).
22.

MINN. STAT. §518.17 (1982).

23.

Source: Administrative Office of the Courts. In 1982,6,751 divorces
were disposed of in District Court, though how they were resolved is
not reported. ~ al£a note 1, supra.

24.

~

25.

Source: Administrative Office of the Courts. Maine currently has 21
District Court judges and 14 Superior Court justices.

26.

Maine Rule of Civil Procedure 80 does provide some pr.ocedures specific
to divorce actions.

27.

The COmmission recognizes that a significant number of Maine citizens
seeking a divorce proceed JllQ.~, without representation by or, at
times even any advice from, an attorney. While every citizen has the
right to represent himself 01' herself in any legal action, and while
var ious groups have produced mater ials to guide parties in a JllQ. .a.f.
divorce --.s..e.f4 ~, DIVORCE REFrnM, 11'[;., IX) Y<XR GIJN DIVORCE IN
MAINE (1982) -- concerns may legitimately be raised about the outcoo.'1es
of these divorces when children are involved.
Do the parties understand the full consequences of the various child custody options? Are
parties who have not received legal advice more
likely
to
automatically choose the traditional sole custody
- visitation
parenting arrangement? Do judges receive particularly insufficient
financial information, on which to base child support orders, when
attorneys are not involved? The COmmission believes that a change in

note 1, supra.
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the adversary system of divorce where attorneys will be involved
primarily as advisors rather than as spokespersons, may encourage
parties who currently "do their own divorces" to seek legal advice in
rev iewing agreements reached;
the cos ts of attorneys rev iewing
proposals should be more affordable than the costs of conducting
litigation. A new, nonadversary system should also produce a fuller
fact-finding with greater exploration of the needs and interests of
children.
28.

canon 7 of the Cbde of Professional Responsibility published by the
American Bar Association requires that:
"A lawyer should represent a
cl ient zealously wi thin the bounds of the law."
The Cbde of
Professional
Responsibility has recently
undergone
substantial
revision. The Maine Supreme Judicial Cburt has yet to determine if it
will apply those revisions in Maine. The citation here is to canon 7
before revision or reinterpretation.

29.

Schneider v. Richardson, 411 A.2d 656 (Me. 1979).

30.

Disputants
are entitled
to procedural
due process.
This
constitutionally mandated concept, as applied to cases decided by
tradi tional tr ibunals, has developed to include:
(a) aggress ive
advocacy of individual client interests, (b) sufficient time for
preparation and discovery of the other side's position, (c) presentation of witnesses favorable to one's position, (d) full and free
"confrontation" or cross-examination of "hostile" witnesses, and (e)
decision by an impartial and relatively passive fact-finder.
~ U.
S. OONST. amends. V and XIV; ME. OONST. art. I, §§6-A and 19. ~
alaQ Washington v. Texas, 388 U. S. 14 (1967); Specht v. Patterson,
386 U. S. 605 (1967); State v. Fagone, 462 A.2d 493 (Me. 1983); Barber
v. Inhabitants of Town of Fairfield, 460 A.2d 1001 (Me. 1983) (time to
prepare, right to ~all witnesses); Ziehm v. Ziehm, 433 A.2d 725 (Me.
1981) (right to cross-examination); In re Bernard, 408 A.2d 1279
(1979); Hughes v. Black, 156 Me. 69 (1960) (impartial fact-finder);
Public Utilities COmmission v. COle's Express, 153 Me. 487 (1958).

31. Considering the litigation context, this advice is entirely proper. A
lawyer's preparation and tactics can be seriously compromised if
parties are having direct dealings, not involving the lawyer, which
effect the subject matter of the litigation.
Further, any statements
made by one par ty to the other may be used agai ns t the speaker at
trial.
ME. R. EVID. 801(d) (2). Dil'e:et contacts between H lawvel' for
one side and the other party are explicitly prohibited by Rule 3.6(j)
of the Maine Bar Rules, and lawyers frequently B,dvise clients not to
contact each other to avoid being drawn into disputes that may develop
if the parties do meet.
w

32.

Rule so(f) of the Maine Rules of Civil Procedure requires a court
order to approve discovery regarding issues other than alimony, child
suppor t and counsel fees. However, since the ques t i on of who wi 11 get
custody is necessarily related to the question of how much child
support should be paid, this rule does not significantly limit inquiry
into each parent's private life.
Efforts to limit discovery under
this rule are rare.
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33. This 60 day limit, imposed by Rule 80(g) of the Maine Rules of Civil
Procedure, may work particular inequity where the parents, having
determined to terminate the marriage, seek counseling and work out an
amicable settlement prior to commencing the formalities of litigation.
In such cases the 60 day limit prolongs the uncertainty for the
children which has developed as the marriage has failed and separation
has occurred.
If custody cases are not to be removed from the
litigation arena, the Rule should at least be modified to eliminate
this artificial delay to final settlement. The adverse impacts of
removing the 60 day limit could be avoided by permitting a final
determination without a time delay only where both parties appear and
a written agreement is presented to the Court stating the parties
mutual desires regarding termination of the marriage, child custody,
and economic issues.
Mana~erial

Judges, 96 BARV. L. REV. 374, 426-35 (1982).

34.

Resnik,

35.

~

Lagarde v. Lagarde, 437 A.2d 872, 874 n. 1. (Me. 1981). In that
case the trial judge,
seeking to reduce the acrimony of the
proceedings, refused to allow the divorcing wife to testify regarding
the problems of the marriage, where both parties were seeking a
divorce.
The Law Cburt, although it did not reverse, criticized this
restriction and suggested that trial judges should allow parties to
say their piece, intended to be critical of the other party, as an
essential element of a fair hearing -- even if the criticism of the
other party is irrelevant to the disputed issues before the court.

36.

ME. REV. STAT. tit.

19, §751 (West Supp. 1983). These child custody
studies in some instances, are not completed for six to eight months.
D. HEBB, LIFE WITIDUI' FA'IHER: CHIID CUSImY IN MAINE 46 (Mai ne Civ i I
Liberties Uhion July 1978). The Cbmmission heard reports that judges
have curtailed their use of these investigations due to the length of
time before completion, and due to the statutory change, effective in
July 1982, requiring parents who are able to pay the costs of these
studies, which may run into hundreds of dollars, to reimburse the
Department of Hunan Services.

37. A divorce judgment can become final instantly upon issuance if both
parties file a waiver of appeal.
In practice, this does not occur in
contested cases.
38.

D. HEBB, LIFE WITHOUr FATBER:
Liberties Union July 1978).

CHIID cusrow IN IVlAINE (Maine Civil

39. Any vestage of the maternal presumption has, at least in
removed by Lane v. Lane, 446 A.2d 418, 419 (Me. 1982).

law,

been

40.

D. HEBB,

41.

~

42.

1980 BlAINE HOOSE a::N.FEREN::E CN FAMILIES, REPrnT 10 GOVEmffi JQ3£m E.
BRENNAN CN CXNFERill'CE PRCX:EIDIN3S AND R.KOVMENDATICNS (September
1980).

~

note 38 at 4.

at 84-87.
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43.

.l.Q

at 12.

44.

CDURT MIDIATICN SERVICE, lVlFDIATICN IN MAINE: FIVE YFARS OF PRCGRESS
(November 1982).
The Mediation Service operates in the areas of
small claims, landlord/tenant, disclosure, and domestic relations.
Some of the information contained in the report follows:
FY 81:

130 domestic relations mediation cases; aver. time - 2
hrs. 45 min. (range: 10 min. to 8 hrs.); 68 resolved by mediator,
36 referred to judge, 26 continued

FY 82:

83 domestic relations mediation cases; aver. time 2 hrs.
15 min. (range 20 min. to 7 hours); 47 resolved by mediator, 19
referred to judge, 17 continued
81, 82:
aver. cost per case (all types of mediation)
$24.73; per resolved case (all types) - $40.94; total mediation
expend i tures - $34,099.92

FY

45.

~ at November 16,
McKus ick.

1982 letter from Lincoln Clark to Chief

Justice

46. The order requires:
Attorneys to inform clients of the availability of courtsponsored mediation, and to discuss the possibility of mediation
wi th a cl ient and oppos ing counsel
Judges to inquire about efforts to
mediation where appropriate

settle~

and

to

recommend

Cburts to give scheduling priorities to cases where parties
attempted to mediate

have

47.

MIDIATICN IN MAINE reported domestic relations mediation occurring in
only seven of the 32 Maine District Courts, sugra note 44 at 25, and
in only two of the 16 Maine Superior (burts, ~ note 44 at 27 and
28. The figures for \~tober 1983 presented to the ComnissioD by the
Director of the Court Mediation Service indicated that mediation still
does not occur in Calais, Caribou, Dovel'-Foxcroft, Fort Kent, Kittery~
Lincoln, Machias, Madawaska, Mill i.nook et, Newport, Presque Isle,
Rumford, and Van Buren. In a recent speech to the Legislature, Chief
Justice McKusick indicated that, during the perjod of May through
Decenber 1983, an average of 50 divor'::!e cases per month were med i ated
In Maine. Chief Justiee McKuslck, The S1Ji1:...e. Qf .1he. Judjciary: A
H,eDort 1Q till! Joint Omvention Qf ~ Jl1th MaLu.e Legislature :=:
(January 26, 1984).

48.

Lincoln Clark, Director, Court Mediation Service, Statement to the
Conmission to Study the Matter of Glild Olstody in Danestic Relations
Cas es 1 (December 1, 1983).

49.

H.

IRVINJ, DIVORCE lVIIDIATICN: A RATICNAL ALTERNATIVE TO 1HE AINERSARY
SYSTEM 47 (1980).
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50.

l..d.a.

51.

california has provided the model for all other existing conciliation
courts. ~ CAL. CIV. PROC. CODE §1740 ~ ~ (West 1982).

52.

The states the Cbmmission's research disclosed as having Cbnciliation
Courts are: california, Arizona, Indiana, MOntana, Nebraska, Ohio,
Oregon, and Washington.

53.

CAL. CIV. CODE §4607 (West 1983). Other states may mandate mediation
by court rule not uncovered by the Conrniss ion. ~~, DEL. FAMILY
COURT R. 470 (1981).

54.

Cross-exrunination of mediators making recommendations to a court may
have to be permitted -- ~ Friedberg, Tb..e Uistody Compranise 3 CAL.
LAWYER 22, 25 (reporting on McLaughlin v. Superior Cburt, 140 CA 3rd
473 (1983)) -- even though by statute, information disclosed in
mediation conferences is confidential.
Under the California statute,
mediators may also exclude counsel fram the conferences.

55.

In Los Angeles county in 1981, 1,459 parents mediated their child
custody disputes. Of those cases, 720 ended up in court. Friedberg,
sugra note 54 at 24.

56. ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. §25-381.23 (Supp. 1983).
57. AlASKA STAT. §25.20.080 (1983); CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. §46b-56a (Supp.
1983); ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 40, §404 (1980); KY. REV. STAT. §403.170
(Supp. 1982) (at the request of either party); CHID REV. CODE ANN.
§3105.091 (Baldwin 1983).
58.

FLA. STAT. ANN.
(Supp. 1983).

59.

KY. REV. STAT. §403.170 (Supp. 1982) (may suggest counseling); MASS.
ANN. LAWS ch. 208, §§1A, 1B (Law Co-op Supp. 1983); 23 PA. CXN3. STAT.
ANN §1006 (Purdon Supp. 1983).

60.

DEL.

ernE ANN.

(1980);
(1982).

KY.

§749.01 (Supp.

1983);

~CH.

COMPILED

LAWS

§552.513

tit. 13, §724 (1981). ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 40, §604
STAT. §403.290 (Supp. 1982); NIINN. STAT. §518.166

REV.

61.

CIV. ernE ANN. art. 146 (West Supp. 1983); iVQ\lT. REV. <XDES ANI.'i.
§40-4-224 (1983); CHID REV. CODE P~. §3109.04 (Baldwin 1983); 23 PA.
CONS. STXr. ANN. §1007 (Purdon Supp. 1983).

62.

The Commission wishes to Emphasize that it vie.ws the issue of child
support as one of the most crucial in any divorce case involving minor
children.
However, the Conmission viewed its charge to require a
focus on the adequacy of Maine's child custody laws. Still, issues of
custody and support are not entirely separate. The most thorough
study to date of the complex subject of what factors contribute to the
likelihood of support payment is D. ClfAlVIBEPS, M!\KINJ FK.f1IER3 PAY

LA.

38

(1979).
Mr. Chrunbers' research in Michigan indicates that fathers'
involvement with their children encourages a greater likelihood of
child support payment over the life of a decree. ~ at 129.
also
exrunined Maine's current
statutory
and
The Cbmmission
administrative system for child support enforcement.
Maine has
enacted comprehensive legislation -- administered by the Support
Enforcement and Location Unit, Deparbnent of Human Services -- to seek
and enforce child support compliance.
A recent report of the Federal
Government demonstrates that Maine's support enforcement agency does
well, especially in comparison to other states, in using many possible
tools and actually achieving collections of child support for AFDC
(Aid to Frunilies with Dependent Children) and non-AFDC frunilies.
~
U. S. DIP' T. OF HEALTH AND HUVJAN SERVI~, CHIID SUPPCRT ENFCRCEVIENI':
7 t h ANNUAL REPCRT 10 c:cNJRESS FCR 1HE PERI CD Em IN] SEPTEMBER 30, 1982
(December 31, 1982).
The legislation proposed by the COmmission is
not intended to remove or alter the current system for enforcing child
support compliance after divorce.
The COmmission believes that its
recommendations for a new system for granting divorces will increase
the initial amounts ordered as child support, and will encourage the
parent responsible for child support to meet his or her obligation.
63.

The importance of placing the child's interests first once that
child's placement or custody becomes a subject of legal controversy is
emphasized in one of the most important texts on the subject:
J.
mDSTEIN, A. FREID & A. SCLNIT, BEYCID THE BEST INTERESTS OF 'THE
aUID
(1973).
"The child's interest should be the parrunount
consideration once, but not before, a child's placement becomes the
subject of official controversy." .l..d... at 105. In a later and related
book, the same authors again emphasize the importance of placing the
child's interests first once controversy beings, and also urge that
one of the goals of the process must be "to assure for each child .an.Q
h.i.s. parents an opportuni ty to maintain, establish, or reestablish
psychological ties to ea.ch other free of further interruption by the
state." J. a:IDSTEIN, A. FREtD & A. sa..NITs BEF'<lill1HE BEST INrERESTS
OF 1HE CHILD (Free Press ed. 1979) at 5 (emphasis added).
The first book establishes and the second book reiterates three
guidel i nes for mak ing chHd placement dec i s ions once placement has
became the subject of lEgal action:
Placement
deeisions should
continuity of relationships.

safeguard

the

Placement decisions should reflect the child's,
sense of time.

child's
not the

need

for

adults,

Placement decisions must take into account the law's incapacity
to supervise interpersonal relationships and the limits of knowledge to make long-range predictions •
.Ld... at 6.
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Both books are dedicated to a general discussion of all instances when
child placement becomes a matter of official controversy -- abuse and
neglect cases, abandonment, juvenile proceedings, guardianships and
divorce or separation of parents; the overall goals appear equally
applicable in all cases.
64.

For example, on May 6 and 7, 1983, the Maine State Bar Association
presented a Family Law Syrrposium as part of its continuing Legal
Education Program.
The Syrrposium was entitled "Olild OJstody and
Visitation: An Agonizing Decision." Maine attorneys, judges, and
mental health professionals participated.

65.

note 30, supra.
Derek C. Bok, President of Harvard Uhiversity,
and a former law professor, reported in 1982 to Harvard's Board of
OVerseers on the state of the legal system and legal education in this
country. Some of his comments are relevant to the COmmission's recommendation of a nonadversarial, more informal approach to the resolution of divorce disputes:
~

••• At
bottan,
ours is a society built on individualism,
competition, and success. These values bring great personal
freedom and mobilize powerful energies. At the same time, they
arouse great temptations to shoulder aside one's competitors, to
cut corners, to ignore the interests of others in the struggle to
succeed. In such a world, much responsibility rests on those who
umpire the contest. As society demands higher standards of
fairness and decency, the rules of the game tend to multiply and
the umpire's burden grows constantly heariver.
Faced wi th these pressures, judges and legislators have
responded in a manner that reflects our distinctive legal traditions.
One hallmark of that tradition is a steadfast faith in
intricate procedures where evidence and arguments are presented
through an adversary process to a neutral judge who renders a
decision on the merits. Cbmpared with procedures used in other
advanced countries, ours are elaborate and hence relatively expensive. They also force the parties, rather than the state, to
bear most of the cost of finding the facts, thus adding further
to the burden of going to court.
D. Bok, A Flaw.e.d s..ystero, HARVARD MAG\ZINE 42 ~MaY'-June 1983).

66.

~

note 48.
ME. R~1f. STAT. tit. 19, §691 (West 1981), provided,
prior to 1973, for mandatory marriage counseling prior to action on a
divorce petition.

67.

~ Letter to the Cbmmission from Roger J. Katz on behalf of the Maine
Trial Lawyers Association (December 1, 1983).

68.

~~,~;

Chief Justice MCKusick, sUDra note 47; supra note 66.

November 11, 1983, the Supreme JUdicial Cburt met with the Civil
Rules Advisory Committee to review proposed Civil Rules Amendments.
The Cburt rejected the proposed addition of Rule 80(0) on the ground
that it would pressure divorcing parties to mediate, contrary to the
On
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intent of the March 7, 1983, administrative order to keep rrediation as
a voluntary process. The Civil Rules COmmittee had proposed that Rule
80(0), read:
The parties shall file at least three days before hearing a
statement indicating what attempts at mediation have been made.
Information COpy of letter fran L. Kinvin Worth, Dean, Unviversity
of Maine School of Law to George Z. Singal, Esq. (November 21, 1983)
and COpy of Proposed Rule 80(0) both contained in the Commission's
f i I es.

~

69.

lVIIDIATICN IN MAINE, ~ note 44 at 25 and 26.
~ lli.Q
figures for fiscal year 1983 (as of October 1983) presented to
Commission by the Director of the COurt Mediation Service.

70.

Pearson and Thoennes, Medjatjn~ anQ Ljti~ating CUstody DisDutes: A
Eyaluation (center for Policy Research, Denver, Colo.)
(presented at National COnference of State Legislatures Child Support
Enforcement COnference, June 1983).
Pearson and Thoennes state that
in their study:

~

the
the

~

Lon~itudinal

half of the disputants offered mediation rejected it;
ges t
that
stat i s tics such as these may have
california's adoption of mandatory mediation

they suginfluenced

a 60% agreement rate was achieved in mediation
70% of those reaching agreement chose joint custody; with
custody, noncustodians received more visitation than usual

sole

90% of persons mediating were pleased with the process, whether
or not they reached agreement; only 50% were satisfied with the
court process
mediation was perceived as faIr and just; lrediation reduces
polarization for those with sane mini~l ability to cooperate
l'elitigation was rare among mediation clients
71.

QL, Chief cJustice McKusick, ,s.w;u:.a note 47:

••• LtJJntier the new law of las t year that permi ts me to ass ign the
two Administrative COurt judges to sit in the Superior COurt, as
well as in the District Court, they have during the last six
roonths of 1983 devoted one judge week per month to hear ing
contested divorces and other nonjury matters in the Superior
COurt in Cumberland COunty. At the same time they have continued
to sit in the District Court for two judge weeks per month.
"An average of 50 divorce cases per month were mediated during the
per iod May through December 1983.
Even though we foresee a further
increase this year, the number remains too small to provide any
significant relief to our trial courts, faced with 7,500 divorce cases
a year." lJia.
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72.

L. SAIK, WIAT EVERY CHIlD \IDUD LIKE PARENTS 1D KNlV ABour DIVORCE 45,
93-98 (Harper and Rowe ed. 1978).

73.

It may be necessary to limit application of the new process to child
custody actions where both parents and the children are before the
court.
Interstate child custody disputes could prove difficult to
address in a non-judicial forum.
The Uniform Child CUstody Jurisdict ion Act es tabl ishes a canprehens ive and necessar i ly canplex procedure
for addressing such interstate disputes through court action.
ME.
REV. STAT. tit. 19, §801 ~ ~ (West 1981). Under the legislation
proposed by the Corrrnission, the Director of the Office of Danestic
Relations is required to report to the Legislature any changes needed
in other laws to implement the new legislation.

74.

~

75.

State v. Gleason, 404 A.2d at 580.

76.

ME. REV. STAT. title 15, §3405(l) (West Supp. 1983).

In re Gault, 387 U. S. 1 (1967); State v. Gleason, 404 A.2d 573
(Me. 1979); Shone v. State, 237 A.2d 417 (Me. 1968).
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An Act to Create the Office of Domestic Relations

Be it enacted by the people of the State of
~

L. l..a MBS.A

~

~fuine,

as follows:

11 is enacted to read:
CHAPTER 17

MARITAL DISS<LUfICN, ANNlLMENr CR SEPARATICN
§901.

Legislative findings and purpose

The Legislature finds that marital dissolution, annulment or separation should not be determined through an adversary process where strict
court procedures apply, where damaging delay can occur, and where great
costs may be incurred. The Legislature finds that a more informal, nonadversarial forum, where facts and attitudes can be fully explored,
is
preferred for dispute resolution and decision;naking in cases of marital
dissolution, annu~ent or separation. This forum will encourage mediated
resolutions, discourage antagonism, permit less strict procedures to apply,
limit the costs of these cases, and produce faster and more complete
resolutions.
A primary purpose in changing the system for determining marital
dissolution, annulment or separation is concern for the best interest of
minor children involved.
The Legislature recognizes that it is not in the
best interest of minor children for their parents to seek a marital
dissolution, annulment or separation in a system that exacerbates conflict
between the parents. The Legislature recognizes that it is in the best
interest of minor children to encourage frequent and continuing contact
with both parents. The Legislature further recognizes that children and
parents are entitled to continue as close a relationship as possible
despite changes in the family relationship.
§902.

Definitions

As used in this chapter, unless the context indicates otherwise,
following terms have the following meanings:

the

1. Allocated

parental rights and
responsibilities.
"Allocated
parental rights and responsibilities" means that responsibilities for the
various aspects of a child's welfare are divided between the parents, with
the parent allocated a particular responsibility having the right to control that aspect of the child's welfare. Responsibilities may be divided
exclusively or proportionately.
Aspects of a childts welfare for which
responsibility may be divided include primary physical residence, parentchild contact, support, education, medical and dental care, religious
upbringing, travel boundaries and expenses, and any other aspect of
parental rights and responsibilities. A parent allocated responsibility
for a certain aspect of a child's welfare may be required to inform the
other parent of major changes in that aspect.
2. Child support.
"Olild support" means money to be paid directly to
a parent for the support of a child, and may include the provision of
health or medical insurance coverage for a child.
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3. Director.
Relations.

''Director'' means the Director of the Office of Danestic

4. Jeopardy.
"Jeopardy" has the meaning set forth in Title 22,
tion 4002, subsection 6.
5. Off ice.

"Office" means

the Office of Danestic

sec-

Relations.

6. Original petition.
"Original petition" means a petition for martial dissolution, annulment or separation under this chapter.
7. Post-marital support. "Post-marital support" means the payment of
support or maintenance to a former spouse over a period of time, or a
payment of a lump sum of money instead of a periodic payment.
8. Shared parental rights and responsibilities.
"Shared parental
rights and responsibilities" means that most or all aspects of a child's
welfare remain the joint responsibility and right of both parents, so that
both parents retain equal parental rights and responsibilities and both
parents must confer and make joint decisions regarding the child's welfare.
9. Sole parenting.
"Sole parenting" means that one parent is granted
exclusive parental rights and responsibilities with respect to all aspects
of a child's welfare, with the possible exception of the right and responsibility for support.
§903. Office of Danestic Relations
1. Office.
The Office of Danes tic Relations shall be established in
the judicial department.
The judicial department shall provide office
space for the director and for each danestic relations conciliator. The
·District Cburt shall be the place of filing of petitions to be heard by the
office for marital dissolution, annulment or separation, of modification or
enforcement petitons, and of orders arising fram these petitions.
The
office shall provide administrative support to all danestic relations
conciliators. The office shall provide educational and informational
materials to the publ ic and to peti tioners on the functions of the office;
the issues to be addressed by parties seeking marital dissolution~ annulment or separation; and the best interests of children involved in these
cases.
2. Director.
'The Governor shall appoInt a Director of the Off ice of
Danestic Rela.tions, subject to reviE,w by the Jo~nt Standing Corrmittee on
Judiciary and to confirmation by the Senate, who shall serve for a 6-year
term.
The salary of the director shall be $37,000. The director may be
ranoved and replaced as concil iators may be under subsection 3. The director shall be responsible for the administration of the office and for
appointment of personnel, other than danestic relations conci! iators. The
director shall provide training for conciliators so that they meet the
requirements of SUbsection 2, paragraphs C through F.
In January of 1985 the director shall report to the Legislature
further statutory changes needed to implement this chapter.
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any

3. Cbnciliators.
The Governor shall appoint * Domestic Relations
Cbnciliators, subject to review by the Joint Standing COmmittee on
Judiciary and to confirmation by the Senate, to be distributed by the
director among the prosecutorial districts established in Title 30,
section 553-A.
The salary of a conciliator shall be $35,000.
The
concilators shall participate in the Maine State Retirement System.
A
person appointed as a conciliator shall have the following minimum
qualifications:
A. A law degree or a masters degree in psychology, social work,
marriage, family and child counseling, or other behavioral science
substantially related to marriage and family interpersonal relationships;
B. At least 2 years' experience with domestic relations law or in
counseling or psychotherapy, preferably in a setting related to the
ar eas of respons i b il i ty of the of f ice;

c.

Knowledge of the lews affecting marital property, spousal rights
and responsibilities, and parent and child rights and responsibilities;

D.

Knowledge of adult psychopathology and the psychology of families;

E. Knowledge of child development, clinical issues relating to
children, the effects of divorce on children and child custody
research; and
F. Knowledge of other resources in the community to which families,
spouses, parents and children may be referred for assistance.
The requirements of
provided by the office.

paragraphs C through F may be met

by

training

The conciliators shall serve for 4-year terms, except that upon the
first appointment of conciliators the terms shall be staggered, with *
conciliators appointed for 2 years and * conciliators appointed for 4
years. The Governor may remove a conciliator, with the review and concurrence of the Joint Standing COmmittee on Judiciary, for cause prior to the
expirat ion of the conc il iator' s term.
If a vacancy occurs, the Governor
shall
appoint a conciliator to complete the. term of the vacating
conc i I iator •
4.
Other personnel.
The director may appoint one clerical
assistant for the director and one clerical assistant for the conciliators
in each prosecutorial district. If the director determines that the amount
of work required of the clerical assistants by the conciliators is
sufficiently limited so that they may take on other assignments, the
director shall make the clerical assistants available to the District
Cburts to aid with court clerical work. The director may employ by private
contract investigators, counselors or other consultants to assist the

*

the number of conciliators needed is still under discussion
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conciliators.
The director may, upon demonstrated need, appoint part-time
personnel to serve as conciliators. These part-time personnel shall have
the qualifications required of conciliators under sUbsection 3, and may
serve for no more than 2 years.
§904.

Pcmers and duties of conciliators

1. Equitable agreement or decision. The duty of the conciliator is
to help the parties reach an equitable agreement on property disposition,
post;narital support and payment of fees related to the petition, and an
agreement on child support, residence of minor children, parent-child
contact and decision;naking regarding minor children that is equitable and
is in the best interest of the children.
When all reasonable efforts to
achieve an agreement fail, the duty of the conciliator is to make a decision on the disputed issues.
Where a child is involved, the conciliator
shall seek an agreement that:
A. Provides parental direction, living arrangements and
support which is in the best interest of the child;
B. Preserves a relationship of
between the child and each parent;

frequent

and

financial

continuing

contact

Promotes responsible communication between the separated
regarding the welfare of the child; and

parents

c.

D. Achieves stabili ty for the child in parental contacts, 1 iving
arrangements, educational services and relationships with friends and
reI at ives.
2. Best interest of children.
The conciliator shall in all cases
In cases
involving children safeguard the best interest of the children.
where an agreement is not reached on issues involving a child and the
conciliator must decide these issues the conciliator shall apply the
standard of the best interest of the child.
In applying this standard the
conciliator shall consider the following factors:
A.

The age of the child;

The relationship of the child with the child's parents and
other persons who may significantly affect the child's welfare,

B,

any

C. The preference of the child, if old enough to express a meaningful
preference;
D. The duration and adequacy of the child's current living
ments and the desirability of maintaining continuity;
E.

arrange-

The stability of any proposed living' arrangements for the child;

F. The motivation of the parties involved and their
give the child love, affection and guidance;
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capacities

to

G. The child's adjusbnent to the child's present
cannuni ty;

home,

school

and

H. The capacity of each parent to allow and encourage frequent and
continuing contact between the child and the other parent, including
phys icalaccess;
I. The capacity of each parent to cooperate or to learn to cooperate
in child care;
J. Methods for assisting parental cooperation and resolving
and each parent's willingness to use those methods;

disputes

K. The effect on the child if one parent has sole authority over the
child's upbringing; and
L. All other factors having a reasonable bearing on the physical
psychological well-being of the child.

and

3. Equal consideration of parents.
In all cases involving children,
the conciliator may not apply a preference for one parent over the other in
determining parental rights and responsibilities because of the parent's
sex or the child's age or sex.
4.

Order.

Every final order issued under this chapter shall contain:

A. Where a child is involved, a provision for child support
statement of the reasons for not ordering child support;

or

a

B. Where a child is involved, a statement that each parent shall have
access to records and information pertaining to a minor child,
including but not limited to medical, dental and school records,
whether or not the child resides with the parent, unless such access
is found not to be in the best interest of the child or is found to be
sought for the purpose of causing detriment to the other parent; and

c.

A s tatanent as to how the cos ts and fees, including
fees, associated with the petition are to be paid.

attorneys'

5. Preliminary orders. The conciliator may issue preliminary orders
on any of the issues of post-marital support, property disposiUon, child
support, residence of minor children, parent-child contact and decisionmaking regarding minor children at the first meeting of the conference on
the petition. These orders shall remain in effect as specified by the
conciliator or until the issuance of an order under section 907, whichever
is the shorter period of time.
§905.

Bringing a petition

1. Jurisdiction.
The Office of Donestic Relations shall have jurisdiction over all petitions for marital dissolution, annulment or separation
filed on or after July 1, 1985.
The office shall have jurisdiction over
the parties to the petition and all persons having any relation to the
peti tion.
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2. Filing the petition; 3rd persons. On or after July 1,1985, any
spouse, or both spouses, seeking marital dissolution, annulment or separation shall file with the District COurt a petition, on forms provided by
the office, invoking the jurisdiction of the office. The District COurt
shall inform the office of a petition within 1 day of its filing.
The
director or his designee shall within 7 days from the filing of the petition assign the petition to a conciliator; provided that if minor children
are affected by the petition and the minor children reside with one of the
parties in a district, the petition shall be assigned to a conciliator in
that distr ict.
Where minor children are involved any interested 3rd person may give
notice to the District COurt requesting the granting of rights of contact
with the minor children to the 3rd person. The notice shall be on forms
provided by the office.
The 3rd person shall submit the notice to the
District COurt at the time of the filing of the petition or at any
subsequent time prior to the first meeting of the conference on the petition. The District COurt shall inform the office of the filing of a notice
within 1 day of its filing.
The notice shall be sent to the conciliator
assigned to the petition.
3.

Petition contents.

A. The order sought,
separation;

The petition shall contain at a minimum:
whether for marital dissolution,

B. The grounds upon which marital dissolution,
tion is sought;
C.

annulment or

annulment or

separa-

The name and address of the petitioner or petitioners;

D. If the petition is filed by ,one spouse only,
of the other spouse;

the name and address

E. The name, age and address of any minor child whose weI fare may be
affected by the petition;
F. A statement as to whether or not any minor child affected by
peti tion is receiving public assistance;

the

G. A statement as to whether or not any minpr child affected by
petition is currently in jeopardy;

the

H.

The following facts:
(1) The occupation of each spouse; and
(2) The date
reg is tered;

of

the marriage

and

place at

which

it was

I. The date and place of any prior marital litigation or of any
petition for marital dissolution, annuilnent or separation under this
chapter; and
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J. The arrangements sought, if known, with regard to post;narital
support, property disposition, child support, residence of minor children,
parent-child contact and decision;naking regarding minor
children.
4. Fees~
A fee of $75* shall accompany each petition filed under
subsection 2, unless the petitioner files with the petition, on a form
provided by the office and signed and sworn to by the petitioner, information demonstrating an inability to pay the $75 fee. In such a case the fee
for filing a petiton shall be based on ability to pay according to a fee
schedule established by the director.
§906.

Cbnducting the conference

1.
Place, date, notice of conference. upon assignment to a petition
for marital dissolution, annulment or separation, the conciliator shall set
the place of the conference on the petition. The conference shall occur at
an office of the conciliator, or, if more convenient or greater space is
needed, in a meeting roan provided in the place for holding court
established under Title 4, section 115 in the appropriate county.
The
conciliator shall set a reasonable date for the conference, not sooner than
30 days nor later than 45 days after notice of the conference is sent,
except that if the petition contains a statement that a minor child is
currently in jeopardy the date set for the conference shall be as soon as
possible.
If the petition contains a statement that a minor child is
receiving public assistance the conciliator shall notify the Department of
Human Services of the petition and the department shall be treated as a
party to the petition if the department so requests.
The conciliator
shall send a notice in writing, within 7 days fran assignment of the petition, to each party of the date, time and place of the conference. Notice
shall be by certified mail, return receipt requested. With the notice the
conciliator shall send forms, including forms seeking a statement of
resources, prepared by the office, to ass ist the parties in planning for
the conference and to provide the conciliator with information. The
parties shall return these forms to the conciliator within 7 days fram
their receipt. The conciliator may request the parties to bring other
materials to the conference. The conciliator shall also send with the
notice a statement that the parties are required to attempt to reach an
agreement on post;narital support, property disposition, child support,
residence of minor children, parent-child contact and decision;naking
regarding minor children prior to the conference.- The coneil iator shall
send with the notice materials and information to help the parties j'each an
agreement. The parties shall bring any agreement reached or any agreement
proposed by a party to the conference.
2.
The conference. The conference shall be conducted informally by
the concil iator as a private meeting or series of private meetings to
resolve disputes between the parties and procure an agreement on postmarital support, property disposition, child support, residence of minor

*the amount of the fee is still under discussion, but the intent is to
establish a fee, such as $75, that will allow the process of divorce to be
virtually self-funding
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children,
parent-child contact and decision;naking regarding minor
children. The conciliator shall review any agreement reached by the parties
prior to the conference.
The conciliator may meet separately with a party
if necessary.
The conciliator shall seek a parenting agreement that
provides for the most possible sharing of rights and responsibilities
according to the best interest of the child, and shall make a substantial
effort to help the parties reach an agreement.
The conciliator:
A. Shall not apply the Maine Rules of Evidence at the conference, but
shall observe the ru les of pI' iv i I ege recognized by law.
Ev idence
shall be admitted if it is the kind upon which reasonable persons are
accustomed to rely in the conduct of serious affairs.
Evidence which
is incanpetent, i rrel evant, irrmater ial or lack ing in probat ive val ue
may be excluded;
B. May administer oaths and affirmations, take and authorize depositions, certify to official acts and issue subpoenas to compel the
attendance of persons and the production of books, papers, correspondence,
memoranda and other records when required by the interests of
any party. Subpoenas shall be issued under the procedures established
in the Maine District COurt Civil Rules. Depositions may be taken for
any of the following causes:
(1) When the deponent resides out of,
State;

or is absent

fran,

the

(2) When the deponent is bound to sea or is about to go out
the State;

of

(3) When the deponent is so infirm or sick as to be unable
attend at the place of the conference; and

to

(4) When the conciliator otherwise finds a deposition
necessary.

to be

The depositions shall be taken by written interrogatories prepared and
canpiled by the conciliator. The deposition shall be signed and sworn
to by the deponent;

c.

May rr~et with any minor child affected by the petition or any 3rd
person having a relation to the petition; and.

D. Shall tape record the conference, including any meeting of the
conciliator with one party, children or 3rd persons.
At the expense
of a party requesting it, unless the party demonstrates on forms
provided by the office and signed and sworn to by the party that the
party is unable to pay the expense, a transcript of the tape recording
shall be made.
The record shall consist of the petition, the tape
recording, other evidence received and considered, any written agreement entered into by the parties that becomes an order, and any
written findings and decision by the conciliator that becomes an
order.
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3. Attorneys. An attorney representing a party may be present at the
conference if the party so requests.
Attorneys shall not cross-exrunine
persons present at the conference unless permitted to do so by the
conciliator. Attorneys may submit questions to be asked during the
conference to the conciliator.
4. Investigations or referrals. The conciliator, upon his own initiative or the request of a party,
may order an investigator contracting
with
the office
to investigate the circumstances of a child and his
,parents. The investigator shall submit a written report to the conciliator
and the parties by the date set by the conciliator. The conciliator, upon
his own initiative or the request of a party, may refer the parties and
their children to a counselor contracting with the office. The counselor
shall, if requested by the conciliator on his own initiative or at the
request of a party, submit a written report to the conciliator and the
parties by the date set by the conciliator. The conciliator may use the
services of any other office personnel in any case.
§907. Order
1. Agreement. If upon conclusion of the conference, as determined by
the conciliator, the parties have reached an agreement which meets the
requirements of section 904, sUbsection 1, on any of the issues of postmarital support, property disposition and, if minor children are involved,
child support, residence of minor children, parent-child contact and
decision;naking regarding minor children, the conciliator shall cause the
agreement to be reduced to writing and shall obtain the signatures of both
parties on the agreement.
An agreement must also contain the provisions
required by section 904, subsection 4.
The signed agreement, after the
conciliator's signature is attached, shall became a final order of the
conciliator.
2. Decision without agreement. If any issues concerning post;narital
support, property disposition and, if minor children are involved, child
support, residence of minor children, parent-child contact and decisionmaking regarding minor children are not agreed upon by the parties at the
conclusion of the conference, as determined by the conciliator, the
conciliator shall issue written findings and a written decision on the
issues not agreed to. The decision shall be equitable and where property
disposition is involved shall be based on the law of marital property.
Where minor children are involved the decision shall be based on the best
interest of the children under section 904, subsection 2. The con<!iliator
shall order shared parental rights and responsibilities, allocated parental
rights and responsibilities or sole parenting according to the best interest of the child. The decision shall contain written findings.
The
decision must also contain the provisions required by section 904, subsection 4. This decision when written and signed by the conciliator shall
became a final order of the conciliator.
3. Report and effect of order. The conciliator shall report the
order to the office. The order shall be filed in the District COurt. The
conciliator shall also cause copies of the order to be given to the
parties.
The order shall have the same force and effect, and shall be
given the same full faith and credit, as a court order.
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4. Modification or termination.
Any party to the order may petiton
for modification or termination of the order upon a sUbstantial change of
circumstances. The petition shall be on forms provided by the office and
available at the District Court. The petition shall contain the information required under section 905, subsection 3, paragraphs C through J, plus
the date of the order to which the petition under this subsection relates
and a statement of the alleged reason for modification or termination. The
petition shall be filed with the District Court. The District Court shall
inform the office of a petition within 1 day of its filing.
The office
shall assign the petition to the conciliator who issued the original
order, if possible, or as original petitions are assigned. The procedures
for a conference on the modification or termination petition shall be the
smne as those for an original petition.
Modification or termination of an order established under chapter 5 or
13 shall, on or after July 1, 1985, be sought under the procedures established in this subsection, provided that there has been no action to modify
or terminate the order by the party seeking the modification or termination
under this subsection within 3 years fram the date of the order.
If there
has been such action, modification or termination of the order shall be
sought under chapter 5 or 13.
5. Enforcement. Any party to the order, including 3rd persons
granted rights of contact with minor children in the order,
may petition
for its enforcement. The petition shall be on forms provided by the office
and available at the District Cburt and shall contain the information
required under sUbsection 4, except that in place of the alleged reason for
modification or termination the petiton shall state the alleged violation
of the order. The petition shall be filed with the District Court. The
office shall be informed and a petition shall be assigned as a petition
under sUbsection 4.
If the alleged violation is a failure to pay child support, the
person to wham the support is owed may, at any time, seek relief by resort
to any criminal, civil or administrative remedies available at law.
Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to limit the remedies available
for failure to pay child support under Titles 17-A and 19.
If, upon a petition for enforcement, the conciliator finds any party
to be in violation of the order, the other party may enforce the conciliator I s order in Dis tr ict Court as contempt or in. any other manner that
; decrees for equitable relief may be enforcedo
If the court finds a party
in viol ati on of the order, it may order that par ty to pay the pros ecu t i ng
party the costs of enforcing the order, including attorneys' fees.
§908. Appeal s
Any party to a final order may appeal the decision of the conciliator
under section 907, sUbsection 2, to the Superior Court. The court shall
review the decision for abuse of discretion or error of law.
Appeals to
the Supreme JUdicial Court may be taken as in other civil matters.
§909.

Rules
The Supreme Judicial Court may adopt rules under Title 4, section 8 to
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carry out the prOVIsIons of this chapter. These rules may not
incompatible with the findings and purposes set forth in section 901.

be

~ ~ Effective ~ That part designated §903 of Sec. 1 shall be
effective 90 days after adjournment of the Legislature. The remainder of
Sec. 1 shall be effective on July 1,1985.

SfATEMENT OF FACT

The purpose of this bill is to remove actions for divorce, annubnent,
or separation fram the traditional court process. These actions, when
children are involved and when they are not, will be heard by a nE!W' office,
connected to the courts,
established to assist persons seeking divorce,
annulment, or separation to reach agreements on the financial, property,
and child care issues facing them. The primary goal of this bill is to
remove these issues, especially when children are involved, fran the
adversary process required by s tr ict court procedures.
A second goal of the bill is to change the terminology of what are now
called child custody decisions. Terms such as "custody," "visitation," and
"j oint custody" cause two problems:
When custody is given to one parent,
with visitation rights given to the other, the implication is that the
visiting parent is no longer a parent but a visitor. When custody or joint
custody are decreed, parties often remain confused as to how parental
rights and responsibilities are to be exercised. This bill seeks to promote instead as much sharing of parenting as possible according to the best
interests of the child.
Both parents remain equally responsible for child
care when shared parental rights and responsibilities are ordered. Various
aspects of child care -- such as primary physical residence, child support,
parent-child contact, and medical or educational decisions -- may, where
sharing of these aspects is impossible, be allocated between the divorcing
parents based on the best interest of the child. As much involvement as
possible of both parents in and as much responsibility as possible on both
parents for the lives of their children is in the best interest of children.
However, sole parenting, \Vhere one parent is given full rights and
responsibility for a child -- except, perhaps, for child support obligations -- may in same cases be best for the children involved. Section 1 of
the bill accomplishes the goals set forth above:
§901 in the bill states the legislative findings and purposes.
§902 provides definitions. In place of the current statutory terms of
custody, visitation, and joint custody this bill describes shared parental
rights and responsibilities, allocated parental rights and responsibilities, and sole parenting.
§903 provides for the establishment of an Office of Domestic Relations
and the appointment of a Director and * Conciliators. The conciliators
will act as mediators, dispute-resolvers, and, where necessary, decisionmakers when divorce, annubnent, or separation is sought. The director will
administer the office, and must report to the Legislature in January of
1985 on any further statutory changes needed to implement this legislation.

*

the number of conciliators needed is still under discussion
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§904 specifies the powers and duties of conciliators.
The conciliators must seek an equitable agreement between the parties, and, where
children are involved, must seek an agreement in the best interest of the
children. This includes seeking financial support for a child, frequent
and continuing contact between parents and their child, cammunication
In seeking
between parents, and stability and continuity for the child.
the best interest of a child a conciliator is to consider several listed
factors.
Conciliators are not to consider a mother or father better able
to care for a child simply because the person is the mother or father.
Every order by the conciliator must discuss child support, parental access
to information and records pertaining to the child, and payment of fees.
§905 provides for the bringing of petitions for marital dissolution,
annulment, or separation. These petitions are filed in the District Court.
The Office of Domestic Relations is notified of the filings and assigns
petitions to conciliators. Third persons may seek through the office to
be granted rights of contact with a child affected by a petition.
Petitions are generally accompanied by a $75* fee.
§906 describes the conduct of the conference on a petition.
The
conference is a private meeting or series of private meetings between the
conciliator and the parties. Attorneys may be present. The conference is
aimed at achieving an agreement on post;narital support 9 property disposition 9 child support, residence of minor children, parent-child contact and
decision~ing
regarding minor children.
A parenting agreement
providing for the most possible sharing of rights and responsibilities,
and, where necessary, allocating rights and responsibilities -- according
to the best interest of the children is to be sought. The conciliator or a
party rmy request family investigations or counsel ing.
§907 provides for an order arising fram the conference with a
conciliator. Any agreement reached by the parties that, where children are
involved, is in the best interest of the children becanes an order.
Any
issues upon which the parties cannot agree must be decided by the conciliator.
A parenting order should provide for the most possible sharing of
rights and responsibilities.
Where rights and responsibilities must be
allocated the concil iator shall do the allocation according to the best
interest of the child.
The conciliator may, in a proper case, order sole
parenti ng.
Parties may seek modification, termination, or enforcement of orders
through a conference with the concili.ator. Modification of divorce, annulment, or separe.tion decrees previously granted by a court will, after July
1, 1985, be sought through the coneiliator's office, provided there has
been no action on the decree for 3 years by the person seeking the
modification or termination.
Nothing in this legislation precludes a party fram using other means
of child support enforcanent available in statute.
If the conciliator
finds any violation of the order, the other party may seek court enforcement of the order.

*

the amount of the fee is still under discussion, but the intent is to
establish a fee, such as $75, that will allow the process of divorce to be
virtually self-funding
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§908 permits appeals fran a conciliator's order, arrived at without
agreement of the parties, to Superior Court.
The order will be reviE!Ned
for error of law or abuse of discretion.
§909 permits the Supreme JUdicial Court to adopt rules.
Finally, Section 2 of the bill establishes an effective date for this
legislation.
The provisions establishing the office, and permitting
appoinbnents and administrative functions to proceed, will be effective
ninety days after the Legislature adjourns.
The change to this new method
of hearing and deciding actions for marital dissolution, annulment, or
separation will not occur until July of 1985.
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